
Guidance for CFA UK networks 
Seeding content to engage your online community 

 
 
CFA UK networks are core to CFA UK’s strategy and membership 
 
We want to bring the investment community together and we know this community is multi-
faceted with many interests. Member led networks bring members together via their shared 
interests. At CFA UK, these networks include special interest groups, the inclusion & 
diversity network and next generation networks. 
 
Goal: Vibrant and engaged communities of like-minded professionals 
 
Why should you engage your online community? 
 
What does being a member of a network mean to you? Events are a fantastic way to bring 
people together, but they exist briefly whereas an online community can engage your 
community year-round. It’s important to think what your members want from being part of 
your network: 

 Do they want the latest news and thought leadership around your shared interest? 
 Do they want to engage in debate? 
 Do they want advice and information that would help them in their career? 
 Do they want to find and network with like-minded professionals? 

 
What do we mean by seeding content? 
 
Communities need a helping hand to flourish and, as leaders of your network, you are 
perfectly placed to nurture yours. Seeding content means you will encourage the community 
to become active and vibrant by regularly posting content to your online forum.  
 
Where am I seeding content? 
 
All content should be seeded in the Discussion area of your Network pages on CFA UK 
Connect. 
 
What content should we seed? 
 
Content is a word that covers a wide range of things. It could be an article, it could be video, 
or it could be you are reposting a social post. The important thing is that the content brings 
engagement and value to your community so it should be relevant to the specific shared 
interest.  
 
There are two types of content we want you to look at and there are pros and cons to both. 
 
Created content 
 
This is content that you create yourselves. This could be as simple as a list of 3 top tips and 
as complex as a video or a white paper.  
 
Pros: 

 Creates high value for your community as this becomes content tailored to them and 
possibly exclusive to them 

 Positions you as thought leaders and as community leaders 
 



Cons: 
 Time consuming 
 Some formats require guidance and expertise / resource 

 
Curated content 
 
This is content that you curate from elsewhere. Common examples would be that you are on 
an industry news website and your spot an article about your network’s subject area that you 
think will spark some interesting debate. You post a link to the article on your group’s forum 
and ask people for their thoughts. Another example would be reposting something from 
social media or linking a video on YouTube. 
 
Pros: 

 Easy to seed content regularly with minimal time requirement 
 Vast array of content from different sources to choose from 

 
Cons: 

 Content not unique to your community 
 
How often should we seed content? 
 
As often as possible! Your users will be drawn to an online space with daily activity. 
Consider how you use social media and what your expectations are. 
 
We recognise that daily activity is a heavy commitment, so we ask that you seed content at 
least once a week. 
 
Nurturing the content posted by your network members 
 
As your network starts to flourish, your network members should start to post content 
themselves. You should help to support this activity by responding to their posts. You should 
do this in two ways: 

 click on ‘recommend’ on their post (the equivalent of ‘liking’ a post in CFA UK 
Connect) 

 click on ‘reply’ and add to the conversation! This will encourage others to do the 
same 

 
How should we deliver this within our network leadership team? 
 
We recommend making this activity core to your leadership roles. You might find that you 
have team members keen to do this or maybe a rota is the best option. For instance, if there 
are four of you, this means you each only have to post once a month. If you feel you need 
extra help, we can also look at recruiting another person to your leadership team. 
 
Top tips for seeding content to your online community 
 

1. Activity leads to activity – you don’t want people walking into an empty restaurant, but 
people will eat if what’s on offer looks great! 

2. Work together as a leadership team to stimulate engagement – one of you posts an 
article and the other leaders should start the ball rolling on the responses 

3. If you are unsure what is valuable to your community then test and learn – post 
different types of content and see what they engage with 



4. Pictures are great! People react to human faces and it really helps them feel they are 
part of a genuine community 

 
 
 
 


